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The proposal combines development of 3D Multiscale Blood Clot Modeling Environment (MBCME-3D) and coupling MBCME-3D simulations and specifically designed experiments using optical tweezers and microfluidic chambers, to study two specific roles that a fibrin network plays in regulating blood clot growth: 1) impeding protein transport; and 2) mediating platelet-fibrin binding kinetics under physiological or pathological conditions. This will result in detailed examination of the common clinical scenario of increasing blood shear in response to partial obstruction and narrowing of the vessel lumen, which is considered a critically important component, affecting both the generation of fibrin and binding of platelets, the mechanisms determining blood clot growth and its stability.

1. List of Planned Actions
Year 1, 2: Image analysis algorithms and multiscale submodels of diffusion of hemostatic factors, subcellular element submodels of fibrin networks and platelets have been developed and verified.
Year 3, 4: The blood factor and cell transport submodels were developed. Platelet association rate constant were defined based on calibrated simulations and experiments and the submodel of platelet adhesion to a fibrin network surface was developed. All the submodels were compared and validated with experiments.
Year 5: Coupling of parallelized submodels on CPUs and GPUs will be implemented. The MBCME-3D computer package will be released and the feedback through the MSM workshops and Wikis will be collected. Predictive simulations will be performed and compared to microfluidic chamber experiments and data available in the literature.

2. Information Gained by Each Credibility Action
Development, verification and evaluation of the 3D Multiscale Blood Clot Modeling Environment (MBCME-3D): This action ensures that the model simulation results are consistent with the outcomes provided by theoretical analysis of platelet flipping under shear and protein diffusivity as well as with available experimental data on fibrin network structural and mechanical properties and platelet-fibrin interactions. C++ and MATLAB codes are being modularized and combined. GUI module and documentation for user-friendly usage and modifications of the MBCME-3D is being finalized. The MBCME-3D is being evaluated by three outside groups: Dr. Alison Marsden’s group from Stanford University School of Medicine, Dr. Xiao Yun Xu’s group from the Department of Chemical Engineering, Imperial College London, UK, as well as Dr. Andrew Kahn’s lab from the Altman Clinical and Translational Research Institute (ACTRI), University of California San Diego School of Medicine.

Optimization of the 3D Multiscale Blood Clot Modeling Environment (MBCME-3D): This action ensures that the parallelized code implementing coupled submodels works smoothly and that the package can be successfully transferred to and ran on high-performance GPU and CPU cluster platforms to achieve best performance. These codes are also being modularized for easy maintenance and modification.

3. Actions and Activities Classified within the CPMS TSR Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Rules</th>
<th>Actions/Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Define context clearly</td>
<td>Multiscale model simulations of fibrin network mechanical and structural changes combined with platelet-fibrin interactions are used to predict clot behavior under specific blood flow conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Use appropriate data</td>
<td>Most of the experimental and theoretical data used for model development and validation have been either obtained from our own experiments (see [Kim et al 2017a, Hook 2017b, Kim et al 2016, Kim et al. 2014] and papers published previously by our group).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Evaluate within context</td>
<td>The multi-scale model is being evaluated for its ability to produce metrics characterizing patient specific blood clot emboli generation mechanisms and clot mechano-structural responses to external forces using obtained experimental data. Model evaluation has been performed based on ensemble averaging and experimental data distributions of fibrin network structural properties (length, thickness, connectivity) (Kim et al 2011, Kim et al 2014, Kim et al 2016) to simulate mechanical responses and structural properties of fibrin clots as well as transport properties of the networks ([Kim et al 2016, Britton et al 2018]). Stress-strain dependences, individual fiber deformations and reorientation, blood factor mobility within the network, $\alpha_{2b}\beta_{3}$-mediated platelet-fibrin interactions (binding-unbinding rates) and fibrin deformations have been evaluated. The data obtained in [Kim et al 2017a, Kim et al 2014] including the rate of platelet filopodia contraction, individual fibrin fiber deformations and properties, fibrin compactization, kinetics of platelet contractile action under physiological conditions have been used for calibration and validation of fibrin network model deformation and the platelet-fibrin model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>List limitations explicitly</td>
<td>Model simplifying assumptions and associated model limitations include lack of detailed representation of fibrin polymerization and the inability of the model at this stage to predict fibrin network dynamics at the molecular scale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>User version control</td>
<td>We have not yet made any of the models developed in this project public, but we do use at this time internal version control by using Git or CVS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Document adequately</td>
<td>The model simulation codes are fully documented and are available at: <a href="https://www3.nd.edu/~zxu2/blood_clot_proj.html">https://www3.nd.edu/~zxu2/blood_clot_proj.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Disseminate broadly</td>
<td>We will provide model and image analysis packages, simulation scenarios, representative results and experimental datasets against which the model was tested, for the MSM evaluation and will made them publicly available through both GitHub and website: <a href="https://www3.nd.edu/~zxu2/blood_clot_proj.html">https://www3.nd.edu/~zxu2/blood_clot_proj.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Get independent reviews</td>
<td>All our model simulation results and the codes are being evaluated evaluated by a third-party experts in multiscale modeling of blood clotting and medical applications including: Dr. Alison Marsden’s group from Stanford University School of Medicine, Dr. Xiao Yun Xu’s group from the Department of Chemical Engineering, Imperial College London, UK, as well as Dr. Andrew Kahn’s lab from the Altman Clinical and Translational Research Institute (ACTRI), University of California San Diego School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page 9</td>
<td>Test competing implementations</td>
<td>We have evaluated codes on single and multiple processors including CPUs and GPUs clusters to test for consistency of the results and to provide optimal system configurations to users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page 10</td>
<td>Conform to standards</td>
<td>We have adopted generally accepted standards for blood clotting modeling and code implementation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**How Planned Activities Will Lead to a Credible Model:** Acquiring data in experiments specifically designed for model development, calibration and validation, a necessary important part of the project, is expected to result in a multiscale model successfully reproducing the key metrics of human blood clot deformation, mechanics, and stability. The model is expected to account for the impact of various biological and physical factors on the developed clot behavior taken from our experiments and literature including variable flow shear rates, platelet count, platelet-fibrin interaction, platelet activation level, fibrin network structure and mechanics, and the presence of deformable red blood cells. In model derivation, each submodel will carefully incorporate known biological and physical mechanisms and be ensured to obey laws of physics. Model parameter values will be estimated statistically.

Model validation and verification will be performed by comparing with experiments. Specifically, platelet-fibrin binding-unbinding force measurements obtained using experiments with optical tweezers, and distribution of blood factors transporting through the fibrin clot has been used to validate binding kinetic model (Hook et al. 2017), and protein diffusion model [Kim et al. 2013]. Imaging data from z-stacks of platelet-rich-plasma clots obtained in experiments at various levels of contraction and compression will be used to validate the extended continuous and multiscale models developed for studying clot contraction and red blood cell (RBCs) compression in a clot. The credibility of the model will be demonstrated and confirmed by providing fully documented and tested in detail models to external evaluators and MSM community.

**Progress to-date:**

b) Using state-of-the art experimental methods we have quantified structural mechanical response of fibrin networks to compression and discovered a mechanism of platelet-fibrin interactions leading to contraction of the entire clot ([Kim et al 2017a, Kim et al 2017b, Hook et al. 2017, Kim et al. 2016, Kim et al 2014]). The data obtained in these experiments is used for our model calibration and validation.  
c) CPU and GPU simulations were ran on high-performance supercomputers at University of Norte Dame and Argonne National Lab to calibrate individual submodels and multiscale model.  
d) Multiple scales in the multi-scale model were coupled from the receptor- to cell- to clot levels ([Xu et al. 2017, Wu et al. 2017, Bukac and Alber 2017]).  
e) A multi-phase complex fluid model derived by using phase-field and energy variation methods and energy stable numerical scheme for solving model equations are introduced in (Xu et al. 2018). This model can simulate mechanical responses of a class of gel-type fluids mixed with biological cells.  
f) Fibrin network model being implemented on GPUs will be coupled with our previously introduced platelet model (Wu et al. 2014) for investigating platelet-fibrin interaction leading to blood clot contraction. Structures of platelets and fibrin network will be modeled explicitly, namely, they will be represented by mesh surfaces and network with links and nodes. Fibrin-platelet binding kinetics will be described by using our kinetic model developed in [Hook et al. 2017].

**Plans for the next reporting cycle:**

a) Calibrate and evaluate recently developed fibrin clot submodel [Britton et al. 2018], accounting for fiber-fiber cohesive interactions, an important process promoting clot stiffening upon stretching. After calibration using experimental data for mall-size clots, the code will be parallelized, and model simulations will be run on GPU computer clusters to incorporate realistic structures of fibrin networks and clot sizes. The model will be validated against experimental data (Brown et al. 2009, Gersh et al. 2010).  
b) Combine continuum multiphase model with microscale cell-based SCE models of individual platelets and fibrin networks to calibrate macro-scale parameter values and to run predictive simulations at different scales.  
c) Use developed combined model for studying blood clots being compressed by platelets pulling on fibrin network and calibrate and validate the model using our experimental data characterizing platelet-fibrin interactions [Kim et al. 2017a, b].  
d) Perform experiments elucidating different aspects of platelet-fibrin molecular interaction and platelet survival as well as platelet receptor conformational changes and study their impact on the entire clot platelet-induced deformation. Use obtained experimental data for...
further calibration of the whole multi-scale model and testing specific model predictions. e) Develop and implement new submodel of red blood cell (RBCs) compression, which will be calibrated by using our experimental data [Tutwiler 2015] characterizing RBCs in blood clot compressed by platelets pulling on fibrin network.
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